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Detroit, vast, at 138 square miles, larger
than Manhattan, Boston, and San Francisco
combined, has become a reductive term. Save
Detroit. Fix Detroit. Detroit’s Coming Back.
All that language is way more complicated
than it sounds and once you really know what
“Detroit” means, those rallying cries — too
small, wrong words — stop making much sense
(address Detroit, plan Detroit would be better).
Like any city’s name, Detroit’s is an umbrella.
Nationally, perhaps internationally, people hear
it and think, down deep, of an underdog,
of some bygone way to do work, of the way we
all experience decline and hope for resurgence.
It’s also connected, subconsciously, I think,
to America’s collective sense of freedom:
Detroit made the cars; the cars set us free.
People tune into the city’s story, especially now,
because they themselves want some of that
horsepower and mobility back.

Casinos are bad neighbors: they want to keep
you inside forever, neglecting the world, which
does absolutely nothing for a city that needs
to exist in a far more open and physically
unified way.

Locally, Detroit means something else.

Some people think kale — hearty, cruciferous,
it’s dinosaur skin thick enough for a Detroit
winter — is an answer if not the answer. Related
skepticism comes easily. Economically, who
knows whether urban farming can provide a
viable boost. And of what size? Will these be
small operations, spearheaded by neighborhood
groups? Or, mid-sized fields, backed by local
businesses? Or, will a spectacular Orwellian
mistake be made, bringing in Big Agra, turning
over the city to Cargill, to Archer Daniels
Midland? Socially (and racially), turning up the
dirt for gain could also be a problem.

It’s physical, not figurative — a collection of
neighborhoods with real and dire needs
(blown-out street lamps, Godot-like buses,
dozens of unmaintained and functionally
“closed” parks,a city budget bitterly battled
over like a divorce settlement in an oldmoneyed family whose fortune has not held).
It’s an East Side and a West Side. A long
riverfront with manufacturing and the ghosts
of manufacturing. There’s Osborn, Kettering,
and Brightmoor. Indian Village, East English
Village, and Boston-Edison. Southwest, Brush
Park, and North End. Have you heard of these
neighborhoods? Any of them? This is actually
Detroit; the real sum total; the individual
neighborhoods and every one of their needs.
And there’s dozens more. And there’s
Downtown, too, which, of course, everybody
has heard of — and everybody has seen from
the sky (during nationally televised sporting
events where the home teams, without fail, are
made the specious stand-ins for the city’s truer
grit) and from the ground (in a recent wave of
Midwesternly operatic Chrysler commercials).
Downtown is where some people work and
hardly anybody lives, but where lots of people
come to gamble in three newish casinos that
set the wrong tone, planning-wise, for any place
looking to rebuild. For the most part, there is
nothing around them. They are isolated from
one another. Walking between them is
ill-advised. They do nothing for public space
and why would they?

Open space, like the gaps between those
casinos, is rapidly becoming Detroit’s hallmark.
Population decline, a foreclosure mega-crisis,
and a long history of deindustrialization dating
back over half a century has left behind the
kind of mass-vacancy that’s either an epidemic
or one of the best ever opportunities for
re-evaluating urban thought. There are festering
houses, so many thousands of them, plus empty
factories, empty schools, empty storefronts,
empty office towers, at least one big empty
hospital, and an epically empty train station.
Entire blocks are devoid of population and
human life (there are animals).

“You try getting a black city to go to work on
some white man’s farm,” one elderly Detroiter
told me, not too long ago. But then, there are
the believers, whose convictions — ahistorical,
apolitical, and so wide-eyed, like their lids are
pried by calipers — run deep. Proof: another
resident— a much younger one, not connected
in body to the‘68 riots or the Great Migration
— told this magazine’s editor, “Detroit needs a
signature food, and in my mind it’s Kale. I hope
one day this city is Kaletown, not Motown.”
What’s most interesting for me to think about
is not the demographic particularities of who
would want to work on a farm in Detroit beyond
twenty-something males with Fauxhemian
facial hair and women who look like flannel
was invented — by God — especially for them,
or whether or not the city needs a signature
food (in Detroit, congenitally so meaty, kale will
never be it). It’s not about the economics either
or even the food supply issues.
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Rather, I’m wondering how to bring new
ideology to the city. I’m wondering more about
how farms and greenways can speak to the
city’s spatial issues: how people use space, how
they feel about it, how they engage with it.
Kale could very well be a tremendous planning
tool, an organizing principle, and a therapeutic
correction. Any other number of crops
could, too — with the exception of Jerusalem
artichoke (too polarizing for an already
polarized place).
And here’s where I bring out my own calipers.
The temptation, being a Detroiter (even an
expatriated one) of a certain age, is simply
too great.
The whole city, all that Detroit, all those
neighborhoods, could certainly benefit from
greater connection. All that vacant property
collectively represents a chance to string
parcels of land together for unified purposes.
Let’s say every neighborhood had its own small,
working farm — one crop to start. Empty land
is reclaimed in a positive way. A community
can accomplish something on its own, without
having to call city help lines repeatedly,
asking for the bus to come and the lights to
go back on and for somebody to mow the
three-foot high grass in the park. A feeling of
self-determination emerges and, also, pride.
Ford, Chrysler, and General Motors, in many a
good year and even some bad, gave the city
the means to puff out its chest. This had less
to do with the cars, I think, than it did with the
notion that Detroiters were joined by a single,
progressive pursuit. The city had an unwavering
emotional identity until it did not.
I’m not saying kale can replace the cars — one
has an engine, the other is a vegetable — but
there is something powerful about the idea
of a common pursuit rising in a city, not to
mention something profound about watching
actual growth in a place where there was none.
“A city!” wrote an enthused Le Corbusier, in
The City of To-Morrow and its Planning, “It
is the grip of man upon nature. It is a human
operation directed against nature, a human
organism both for protection and for work. It is
a creation.”
If Eminem rapped about this now, maybe in
this coming year’s Super Bowl ad, it would
be Detroit’s gospel. Man versus nature. City
as creation. But even in a world without
Marshall Mathers Goes Urbanizm On Your
Ass, these words, from 1929, seem too site

and time specific to ignore. How, in Detroit,
going forward, will man control the tall grass,
the unwieldy trees, and the preponderance of
earth? How, going forward, will Detroit grasp its
inner nature, too?
The kale fix would not be about pirating land
and dropping seeds. There would have to be
plans, decisions, and financing. Small steps,
each feeling like a risk. Some of the
wide-eyed would have to emerge as leaders.
Their comprehensive vision for the city’s
tomorrow might look like this:
Farms and gardens springing up everywhere.
In Brightmoor. In Osborn. In Southwest.
In between those casinos (to be fair, one of
them has actually committed to a million dollar
greenhouse project in an adjacent, empty
lot). On the roof of City Hall, like in Chicago.
Symbolically, that does mean something.
And there would be vertical farms, too, in those
empty office towers Downtown, in the Central
train station that must stop being glamorized
as a ruin.
If it works, Detroit comes back outside.
Neighborhoods are again understood as part
of the whole. Empty space develops value,
internally then externally. Le Corbusier covered
this almost a century ago, theorizing that for
every residence a garden plot should be built.
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“There would be a farmer,” he wrote, “in charge
of every 100 such plots and intensive cultivation
would be employed. The farmer undertakes
all the heavy work. The inhabitant comes back
from his factory or office, and with the renewed
strength given him by his games [the great
architect advocated for daily exercise here, too],
sets to work on his garden. His plot cultivated
in a standardized and scientific way, feeds
him for the greater part of the year. There are
storehouses on the borders of each group of
plots in which he can store his produce for the
winter. Orchards lie between the houses and the
cultivated ground.”
In Detroit, it’s the opposite—for every absence,
a garden plot should be built. But the benefits
remain the same. A more robust street scene
develops and a conversation is born. It’s the
dialogue you have with your neighbors when
you truly understand their work.
Dirt beneath the fingernails, not motor oil.
Nobody would ever have to call it Kaletown.
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